The Jews Backhandedly Admit Satan is the True God
Numbers are letters and letters are numbers. Satan, as stated before, is actually
् Since the
a holy Sanskrit term. In Sanskrit, the number 100 is SATAM ( शतम ).
letters "m" and "n" are nasal, they are interchangeable. With this in mind, we now
have the word SATAN.
In the Jewish gematria, HA SATAN is given the number 365 - the number of the
solar year. 365 is the number related to the Sun God in the west. However, the
number 100 (Satam) is also the number of the sun. This shows us SATAN is the
name of the Sun God, which is always the king and ruler of the Gods. This is why
the solar age is called SAT(Y)A Yuga (the golden age). The ancient Gentile
Religion was of Satan – SANATANA Dharma (सनातन धमर्).
The awakened serpent of Satan is another symbol of the sun as well. This also is
what the halo represents - the spiritual sun and the enlightenment of humans by
the serpent of Satan.
The term "Ha", just like "Satan", is a Sanskrit word. HA means "the sun" in
Sanskrit, and Sat(y)a means "the truth" and "eternal" in Sanskrit. HA SATAN
means "the enemy" in Hebrew, but as we can see, in Sanskrit, which is the
oldest language, HA SATAN means something totally different, something very
positive - "The Eternal Sun/God". So even the Jews admit SATAN is the Eternal
God, and this fact makes them furious. They have been fighting against the Truth
(Satan) for thousands of years. They are trying to rewrite history and brainwash
society so they can pretend to be "god" themselves. This can be seen in their
garbage Torah which is full of curses against the Gentiles and our enlightenment.
The Bible is designed to bind Gentiles to spiritual darkness and ignorance.
HA SATAN, the Eternal God, is the enemy of the Jewish race. The Jews are the
declared enemy of the Eternal God. Since the title of SATAN - the Eternal God
relates to the perfection of the soul and its full enlightenment, the Jews are the
enemies of our souls, spiritual enlightenment and freedom. According to their
own books and deeds, they are parasites who want us to be enslaved in spiritual
darkness and suffering.
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